
Lecture 3 - January 17

Introduction, Math Review

Model-Based Development
TLA+
Logical vs. Programming Operators



Announcement 

• Lab1 released 
+ tutorial videos
+ problems to solve



Software Development Process

- Natural Language
  (incomplete, ambiguous, contradicting)
- Requirement Elicitation

- Blueprints
- Not necessarily executable & testable

- API Given
- Efficient (data structures & algorithms)
- Unit Tests

- Customer’s Acceptance
- Recall?
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Correct by Construction

Source: https://audiobookstore.com/audiobooks/failure-is-not-an-option-1.aspx
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Correct by Construction: Bridge Controller System
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Correct by Construction: File Transfer Protocol
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m1: more concrete than m0
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module ->
Boolean 9 twe, false]

v..I ->
Int- NATTAX

-> Range 3..1 10.00!
Vz:Tz

: state space:the combination of

Nn: Tn all variables

size ofstate space:
model checkers in general 15.1 x(Tz) x... x/Tu/
do not support verification
on real numbers.E.g. R = finitialpast 2 possibilities.

29. R =0.0.. 1.0 infinite continuous



Rodin (refinementtool) TLA toolbox (no notion
ofrefinements
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TLA+ Toolbox

↓C-like design language.



-
data sheet

ProgTest -1sheet
format:write Plustal algorithms &

properties in, or temporal

event-b description
You mightbe given a

flawed module

(e.g. missing guards fix model
mo st.-> all passOlalosmdhecls-examplesee



Lecture 1b

Review on Math
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Q. Are the ∧ and ∨ operators equivalent to, respectively, && and || in Java?

Logical Operator vs. Programming Operator

(p +9) xv)
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1llez ↓
178822 Is itevaluated to presidence?
if evaluated to # &I will notbe evaluated => result:10
&I will not be evaluated => overall result:If
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